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Pyston v2.2: faster and open source [2]

We are proud to announce Pyston v2.2, the latest version of our faster implementation of the Python programming language. This version is significantly faster than previous ones, and importantly is now open source.

Pyston 2.2 Released For A Faster Python While Facebook Releases Cinder - Phoronix [3]

Pyston 2.2 is out today as the latest version of this performant Python implementation. Separately, Facebook has introduced Cinder as a new incubator project providing a speedy Python JIT implementation.

Pyston 2.2 is out today as the new version of this alternative Python implementation. With Pyston 2.2 the developers claim their implementation is 30% faster now than the stock Python for web server benchmarks. Speed-ups this time around include work on their JIT and attribute cache mechanisms.

Python 3.8.10, 3.9.5, and 3.10.0b1 are now available [4]

This has been a very busy day for releases and on behalf of the Python development community we?re happy to announce the availability of three new Python releases.
Three new versions of the Python programming language have been released, one of which is a beta release of the upcoming Python version 3.10.

It what the Python release team called "a very busy day for releases", Monday, 3 May saw the release of Python 3.8.10, 3.9.5 and 3.10.0b1.